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ABSTRACT

Satellite broadcasting can supplement existing television services, reach isolated rural
populations and provide special services to dispersed populations which, in aggregate, can
be quite large. The technology for high power Ku Band (12 GHz) transponders has been
demonstrated and examples are available of cost effective consumer-premises receiving
systems. This paper describes the technology of satellite TV broadcasting systems, both
ground and space, and indicates the salient cost and system parameter tradeoffs versus
population served, e.g., cost versus G/T and number of ground terminals, rain fade outage
effects and effect of number of satellite beams. Examples of designs, past and future will
illustrate possibilities for high power, multiple shaped beam antennas, spacecraft high
power generation and sundry problems.

INTRODUCTION

Direct broadcast satellites (DBS) in the band 12.1 to 12.7 GHz* offer additional potential
for delivering television home entertainment and educational services directly to the
consumer. The consumer or a group of consumers receives the television signals directly
from the satellite with no intervening terrestrial facilities using an earth station terminal
located directly on his or their premises. Thus envisioned, DBS is an alternative delivery
method to conventional VHF and UHF broadcasting and cable. Once implemented, it may
compete in the markets already served by broadcasters and cable systems, or DBS also
may serve new markets where broadcasting and cable are not cost effective or cannot
provide an effective service. Examples of these markets are rural areas and urban areas
where propagation problems (reflections) limit the effectiveness of broadcasting and where
high installation costs limit the cost effectivity of cables. A third example involves
applications wherein a DBS, providing coverage to a significant market area such as a
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U.S. time zone, can offer special programming to a thinly dispersed population, which in
the aggregate (over a time zone) can be quite large. Thus, programming may be the key to
an effective DBS service.

A competitive economic comparison of cables and DBS is difficult because of the
sensitivity of DBS consumer costs to the consumer terminal cost (including installation and
O&M), and to the population served by the satellite channel, e.g., the economy of scale.
Viewed simply, the consumer’s transmission costs are the costs of his dedicated terminal
plus his prorata share in the cost of the satellite system. One purpose of this paper is to
shed some light on the characteristics of these costs. Uncertainties still exist, particularly in
the area of consumer terminal equipment and installation cost, since there is little field
experience with consumer-grade equipment in the 12 GHz frequency band.

A final characteristic of DBS is its high capital cost - hundreds of millions of dollars are
required to establish the satellite system, and considerable investment also is required to
design the consumer terminal and establish its production facilities and its related
distribution, installation and maintenance functions. There is simply no way to “start
small”.

Much capital has been invested in DBS technology. The Broadcast Satellite for
Experimental Purposes, or BSE (1, 2) built by GE for Japan,** is the first 12 GHz
broadcast satellite (launched in April, 1978). This program has been successful in
demonstrating the efficacy of satellite broadcasting and a follow-on operational program,
Broadcast Satellite II (or BS-II), is now well into the planning phase. Europe has invested
heavily in DBS technology developing lightweight, efficient, long-lasting high power 12
GHz traveling wave tubes and power supplies (3, 4). France and Germany, in a joint
program, and the People’s Republic of China are presently contemplating Ku Band
operational satellite broadcast systems. The DBS technology state of the art is thus well
established.

CONSUMER TERMINAL CHARACTERISTICS

A block diagram of a typical DBS consumer terminal is shown in Figure 1. The satellite
signal is received by the antenna which has an unobstructed view of the satellite in its
distant synchronous orbit position. The antenna is typically 1 to 3 feet in diameter and is a
critical element to minimizing user annual cost. If the antenna is too large, the antenna and
its installation cost will be too high; if the antenna is too small, the satellite cost will be too
high (because more satellite power will be required, thus increasing its mass and cost). The
antenna is likely to be a prime focus fed antenna for reasons of efficiency and low cost.



After reception by the antenna, the TV signals pass through a filter which suppresses out-
of-band interference and thence into a preamplifier-mixer, which is the second critical
element. It is desirable that this arrangement contribute minimal thermal noise to the TV
signals to minimize the requirements for satellite power, but at an acceptable cost.
Candidate implementations consist of high performance image terminated mixers, or
similar devices possibly preceeded by low noise (Gallium Arsenide Field Effect
Transistors (GaAsFet’s). The latter devices reduce noise, but add cost so that a choice is
needed here, also, in order to minimize consumer costs. The mixer, in any case, is
activated by a local oscillator signal to convert the received TV signals to a convenient
frequency for demodulation. The local oscillator signal can be tuned to select the desirable
TV channel. The TV signal is frequency modulated to conserve satellite power. After
demodulation of picture and sound, the composite signal is converted into a format
compatible with the consumer’s TV set. A special decoder, actuated by the programmer,
may be used to control program availability (to implement a so-called paid TV mode of
operation). The antenna, filter, preamplifier, and mixer may be located on the antenna
structure to minimize signal degradation with DC power provided through the lead-in wire.
The remaining equipment can be located near the consumer’s TV set.

Reference (5) examines, among other things, the cost of DBS consumer equipment at
12 GHz based on technology projected through the year 1985. Reference (5) also includes
the results of equipment supplier surveys conducted to establish bounds on equipment
costs as a function of production lots. Cost factors are included for installation.

Parabolic reflectors with prime focus feed provide the required performance at 12 GHz.
Such antennas represent a matured technology (no significant improvement in antenna
efficiency is foreseen), and service life, particularly for metal antennas, is indefinite - say
15 to 20 years. Plastic antennas, such as fiberglass, may require some maintenance but are
field repairable. Parabolic reflector antennas up to about 10 feet are in mass production in
the U.S., at UHF for TV fringe area reception, and at 12 GHz for radio relays. Fabrication
processes include injection molding, possibly with heated molds to speed curing, metal
spinnings and stampings of steel or aluminum and stretched aluminum. The three
dimensional feed horn can be a particularly difficult cost problem, and acceptable
dimensional tolerances at 12 GHz are stringent. Antennas costs from (5) are computed
from commercial components based on an antenna system consisting of a reflector, mount,
feed horn and cable and assuming an installation cost of $100. No deicing or
pressurization equipment is envisioned. Production antenna costs including installation vs.
antenna diameter are given in Figure 2 from Reference (5). Unit installed costs for
production lots of one million are less than $200 (1976 dollars) based on estimates from
commercial suppliers. Since the antenna pointing is fixed at installation, spare satellites are
required to be at the same location as the “on” satellite. The 12 GHz receiver system,
consisting of filter, LNA (if used), mixer/local oscillator, environmental control and power



supply, all presumably antenna mounted, is also a significant cost challenge. Designed
using low cost microwave integrated circuit techniques, perhaps on “soft” substrates, the
production cost will approach the cost of devices and materials. Performance estimates are
difficult because of the rapidly changing GaAsFet technology. GaAsFet noise figures
approaching 2 dB are available in small quantities, and this value represents a remarkable
improvement over values available just a year or so ago. In addition, present commercial
production of LNA’s now around $12 million, would be dwarfed by the production
requirements for 10 million terminals, indicating that cost projections based on current
(commercial) experience are conservative. Performance estimates include 50EK
contribution to noise by the antenna, and 10EK from cabling. The receiver includes a local
oscillator long-term stability of 10-4,which may require retuning during maintenance
periods. Results from Reference (5) are given in Figure 3 indicating costs for production
lots of one million, ranging from around $300 (1976 dollars) to about $50 (1976 dollars),
depending on assumptions regarding GaAsFet-mixer technology. Cost projections follow a
93% learning curve. The remaining terminal equipment consists of low frequency RF
equipment and logic equipment, similar to current consumer products.

At the moment, only commercial vendors have experience at 12 GHz. An extrapolation to
high production based on this industry experience as opposed to consumer industry
experience leads to conservative cost estimates. What is needed is cost estimates
performed by the consumer industry - unfortunately, these are not available. The user
estimate, consequently, must represent an upper bound.

SATELLITE CHARACTERISTICS

Broadcasting satellite technology is identical to modern communication satellite
technology, except in three areas: transmitters, thermal control and power generation. The
first and most critical is the high power transmitters required for DBS. The present state of
the art dictates that traveling wave tubes (TWT) be used to supply the requisite output
power - in the range of 50 watts to 500 watts, which requires operation at high voltages
and high temperatures. The state of the art in TWT’s is typified by a Thompson CSF helix
TWT capable of 150 watts output power with an efficiency of 48% with four collectors
and a design life of 8 years. The tube weighs only 2.6Kg and the helix voltage is only
6.2KV (3, 4). Figure 4 shows the interconnection requirements for a BSE four collector
TWT and power supply (6, 7). Important power supply design features relate to protection
of the tube from surges and arcs and power supply arc-over and corona protection. Current
limiters limit arc currents to 150 amperes. Stored energy available for arcs is less than
0.2 joules. Special potting techniques are needed to avoid electrical, mechanical and
thermal stresses. A 100% void-free epoxy based resin, filled with eccospheres and
magnesium oxide, is used for potting material. This material has low viscosity (to eliminate
voids during impregnation), high adhesion, high tear strength and a good match in thermal



coefficient of expansion with circuit boards, good thermal conductivity and low density.
Metallic and non-metallic edges and points are controlled to avoid high voltage gradients
(cracks and voids facilitate corona and voltage breakdown).

Since it is not expedient to provide battery power during solar eclipse, the satellite
transponders are normally turned off during this period. If the satellite longitude is west of
the service area, the service eclipse outage occurs after midnight and consequently is not
significant. Substantial burdens are placed on the satellite equipment, however. Large
variations in thermal dissipation generally require active thermal control (for example,
louvers) to avoid large temperature excursions. Another problem arises in radiating so
much energy into space. Heat pipes can be used to spread the heat (from high power
tubes) onto thermal radiators for direct radiation to space. Some TWT’s also are designed
for direct collector radiation into space. Figure 5 is a photograph of the BSE north panel,
showing three TWT’s with (white) collectors designed for direct to space radiation.
Finally, TWT turn off during eclipse may be injurious to TWT life. Powering filaments
during eclipse and similar methods will help to avoid this problem in operational satellites.

Prime power generation is critical for DBS because so much power is needed. A 150 watt
TWT weighs 2.6Kg. Its power supply may add another 6.8Kg. However, if conventional
relatively low power communications satellite solar arrays are used, the prorata array for
operating the TWT can weigh 24 Kg or more. Clearly, improvements in solar arrays can
be more rewarding than further improvements in TWT efficiency or weight. A new array
design (8) developed in Europe consists of conventional 8 mil silicon solar cells with 4 mil
covers which is folded “concertina style” and deployed by a gas driven telescoping boom.
This array is capable of 6KW (200 watts in transfer orbit) and achieves a specific weight
of 34 watts/kg., twice the efficiency of more conventional solar arrays. Roll out arrays
studied at GE (9),and elsewhere can provide even higher specific efficiencies. Using 2 mil
silicon 11% efficiency cells with 1 mil teflon covers and silver-plated invar interconnects,
this array can provide specific efficiencies of 200 watts/Kg at very high power levels.
These flexible arrays are stored on a drum during launch and are deployed using
telescoping booms or an Astromast (boom is fabricated during deployment). Both
techniques require 3 axis stabilized satellites. Several similar concepts, for example the
NASA FRUSA experimental array, have been demonstrated in space. Deployment,
interconnect stress during thermal cycling (during solar eclipse), and low temperature
adhesive bonding (during solar eclipse) are critical technical concerns. Accomplishment of
more efficient solar arrays is a critical technology for direct broadcast satellites, permitting
more higher powered transponders for the same total satellite weight.

Since satellite broadcasting requires large satellite powers which contributes significantly
to system cost, it is important that the power be used efficiently. In a system designed to
provide coverage say to a U.S. time zone, it is desirable that the antenna illuminate the



coverage area with maximum gain, thereby minimizing spillover power. Often the
coverage area is irregularly shaped, requiring complex antenna designs. Experience has
shown that offset fed paraboloid antennas can maximize gain over an irregularly shaped
coverage area. Figure 6 shows an example of illumination of the Eastern U.S. time zone at
12 GHz from 110EW by a 5 foot elliptical offset fed parabola with only three feeds.
Adding feeds will increase the coverage area gain until the point of diminishing returns -
e.g., at this point it will be more efficient to increase power rather than antenna gain. The
antenna technology for accomplishing this optimization is well established.

The remaining satellite subsystems, propulsion, telemetry, command and attitude control
are similar to those on existing communications satellites.

TRADEOFFS

The foregoing technical considerations can be used to develop the significant DBS
tradeoffs. Annual satellite transponder costs vs. power per channel can be developed using
reference (5). The annual cost includes the acquisition costs of three satellites and two
launch vehicles, plus interest on a back up launch vehicle, interest on payout during
construction, and storage costs for the spare satellite. Launching costs including personnel
and special facilities, and costs for telemetry, tracking, command, satellite control center
and related O&M also are included. Costs for launch insurance and in-orbit insurance
reduce variations in annual cost, due to launch or satellite failure. Satellite technology
assumes TWT efficiencies of 50%, power supply efficiencies of 85% and primary power
generation based on existing thick cell/glass technology (improvements in cost will result
from use of advanced solar cell array technology previously discussed). The results are
given in Figures 7 and 8 for U.S. coverage and four time zone coverage respectively, and
for various launch vehicles. At 100 watts per transponder, the transponder annual cost
decreases from approximately 4.5 million dollars, for a Delta-launched satellite, to 1.5
million dollars for a dedicated Shuttle-launched satellite. For the range in transponder
power greater than about 30 watts, transponder costs increase slowly with increases in
transponder power. The greater spread in costs for Figure 8 result from the influence of the
heavier time zone antenna system. Note that the time zone antenna gain is approximately
four times that of the U.S. coverage antenna.

The link parameters for frequency modulation assume a threshhold CNR of 10 dB with a
2 dB equipment degradation margin. Under clear sky conditions, the weighted,
emphasized SNR = 45.7 dB peak to peak signal to rms noise, using a baseband of
4.2 MHz and an RF bandwidth of 22 MHz. SNR for audio is 50.6 dB test tone to noise.
The resulting video signal has an SNR of 38.7 dB or greater for 99.9% of the time over
most of the U.S. Using the equipment costs from (5), which includes vendor estimates for
large production lots, the relative annual earth station costs - primarily the cost of G/T can



be generated as a function of system outage due to rain fading. The results are displayed in
Figures 9 and 10 for U.S. coverage and time zone coverage satellites, respectively, as a
function of launch vehicle and numbers of terminals. It is apparent that user costs are
relatively independent of availability (due to rain fades) at annual outages greater than
0.1%.

Relative user costs are displayed in Figure 11 for a four time zone broadcast satellite as a
function of the number of terminals served. User costs decrease remarkably because of the
lower terminal cost per “buy” as the network size increases, e.g., costs are halved if the
served population increases from one to ten million. Use of a larger satellite, SSUS-A
rather SSUS-D, reduces costs by roughly one-third. Thus the “economy of scale” in both
the space segment and ground network is apparent. Total annual user cost for the SSUS-D
satellite with 104 terminals is estimated to be $4066 per year (of which 65% is in the
ground segment), and for the SSUS-A satellite with 106 terminals is $524 per year ($44 per
month) (of which 90% is in the ground segment). In retrospect, these costs are believed to
be high because of two factors. One is that more efficient satellites can now be built using
advanced, lightweight solar arrays, thereby significantly reducing space segment costs.
The more important factor, however, involves the manufacturing cost of the ground
terminal. The vendor source data is based on the only available Ku Band data base, namely
commercial suppliers of earth station equipment. It is believed that significant reductions in
terminal equipment production cost can be accomplished by the manufacturers of
consumer equipment. While new production methods are needed for the manufacture of
Ku Band equipment by this industry, the generic methods and machinery are available.
Terminal production costs of approximately $100 to $200 are necessary to make broadcast
satellites economically viable in the U.S.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION

An example satellite configuration making use of advanced TWT solar array technology
might consist of two satellites, each with six 150-watt transponders, co-located to provide
12 television channels into a single U.S. time zone. The satellites are co-polarized but are
not co-channel, however each is switchable to the frequency plan of the other thus
enabling a common spare. An example of such a design is given in Figure 12. The satellite
generates over 2.6 KW of power at the end of seven years in orbit and can be launched by
a Shuttle SSUS-D. Advanced solar array technology must be used, however. The
transponders are not energized during eclipse (except for filaments). A spare satellite can
be located at the same orbit location or on the ground.



CONCLUSION

The technology for an economically viable (with cable and broadcasters) direct broadcast
satellite system has been adequately demonstrated. Key to efficient satellite design are
modern, efficient, lightweight helix TWT’s and lightweight thin silicon cell roll out arrays.
The cost of the consumer terminal is the principle economic driver and is still a matter of
some uncertainty. Manufacture by the consumer industry may be the key to driving
acquisition costs down to the $100 to $200 region for quantities of one million or more.
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Figure 1.  Generic Block Diagram of DBS Consumer Terminal

Figure 2.  Ku Band Antenna System Cost (1976) Dollars vs.
 Space System Diameter for Quantity 10 to 106



Figure 3.  Ku Band Receive Cost (1976 dollars) vs. Receive System Noise
Temperture Quantity 10 to 106

Figure 4.  Interconnection Diagram of the TWT and HVPS



Figure 6.  East Time Zone Coverage From 110EEW Longitude
(Peak RF Gain = 38.7 dBi)



Figure 7.  Satellite Annual Transponder Cost vs. Transponder Power for 12 GHz
Broadcast Satellite with U.S. (CONUS) Coverage

Figure 8.  Satellite Annual Transponder Cost vs. Transponder Power for 12 GHz
Broadcast Satellite With Four Beam Time Zone Coverage.



Figure 9.  Relative Annual Terminal Cost Figure 10.  Relative Annual Terminal Cost 
vs. Ku Band Outage for U.S. Coverage vs. Ku Band Outage for Four Time Zone

for 12 GHz Broadcast satellite. Coverage Broadcast Satellite.



Figure 11.  Annual User Cost vs. Network Size for Four Time Zone Broadcast
Satellites with 0.1% propagation outage.

Figure 12.  Typical Transponder Arrangement for Six Transponder 12 GHz
Broadcast Satellite (With Two Frequency Plans for Operation)


